Absence of Polycythemia in a Child with a Unique Erythropoietin Receptor Mutation in a Family with Autosomal Dominant Primary Polycythemia
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Abstract
Primary familial and congenital polycythemia (PFCP or familial erythrocytosis) is a rare proliferative disorder of erythroid progenitor cells, characterized by elevated erythrocyte mass and hemoglobin concentration, hypersensitivity of erythroid progenitors to erythropoietin (EPO), and autosomal dominant inheritance or sporadic occurrence. A number of EPO receptor (EPOR) mutations were found in subjects with PFCP; most of these mutations resulted in the truncation of the COOH-terminal of the EPOR protein. We studied a family with autosomal dominant inheritance of PFCP in which four subjects were affected in three generations. We screened the affected individuals for EPOR gene mutations using SSCP analysis and found a C5964G mutation in exon VIII that changes tyrosine codon 426 to a translation termination codon resulting in an EPOR protein truncated by 83 amino acids. The mutant C5964G-EPOR exhibited hypersensitive EPO-dependent proliferation compared to the wild-type EPOR when tested in a murine interleukin-3–dependent myeloid cell line (FDC-P1). We also examined the segregation of the mutation with PFCP in the family and found that a child in the third generation inherited the mutation without having laboratory evidence of polycythemia. Further in vitro analysis of the erythroid progenitor cells of this affected child revealed that the progenitor cells were hypersensitive to EPO (a hallmark of PFCP) suggesting the presence of the disease at the level of progenitor cells. Failure of this child to develop polycythemia suggests the existence of as yet unidentified environmental or genetic factors that may suppress disease development. (J. Clin. Invest. 1998. 102:124–129.) Key words: polycythemia • erythrocytosis • erythropoietin • erythroid • mutation

Introduction
Primary familial and congenital polycythemia (PFCP; also known as familial erythrocytosis) is a rare proliferative disorder of erythroid progenitor cells. This autosomal dominant (or less frequently sporadic) disorder is characterized by elevated erythrocyte mass and hemoglobin concentration, hypersensitivity of erythroid progenitors to erythropoietin (EPO) in serum containing clonogenic cultures, low serum EPO level, normal hemoglobin oxygen dissociation, and absence of progression to leukemia (1–3). EPO and EPO receptor (EPOR) genes were the first candidates in the search for the molecular defect associated with PFCP (1). So far, eight mutations (including this study) of the EPOR gene were reported (4–11). Six of these mutations resulted in truncation of the EPOR COOH-terminal regulatory domain and were associated with PFCP. Truncated murine EPORs lacking the COOH-terminal regulatory domain exhibited increased EPO-induced proliferation in cell lines transfected with these receptors (12). This exaggerated signaling is thought to cause the increased responsiveness of erythroid progenitors to EPO seen in patients with PFCP (6).

In this study, we examined the molecular basis of polycythemia in the index family that led to the original description of the PFCP disease entity (1). In our earlier linkage studies, based on a microsatellite repeat polymorphism located in the 5′ untranslated region of the EPOR gene (13), we concluded that the EPOR gene was not linked with PFCP in this family since a child in the third generation (who inherited the same EPOR gene haplotype as her affected father, uncle, and grandfather) did not show any laboratory evidence of polycythemia (14). In this study, we reexamined the family in more detail and found that the child who did not have polycythemia does have some aspects of PFCP, hence confirming the linkage of PFCP with the EPOR gene. We performed detailed screening of the EPOR gene in the affected family members and identified a unique nonsense mutation in exon VIII resulting in truncation of the EPOR protein. Analysis of the inheritance of the mutation in the family and examination of the erythroid progenitors of the affected subjects uncovered a unique, not fully understood, phenomenon by which the full phenotypic expression of an EPOR mutation may be suppressed and result in the absence of polycythemia.

Methods
Case report. The propositus (Fig. 1, pedigree I1) was found at age 56 to have elevated hemoglobin concentration. Two of his three sons also had elevated hemoglobin concentration. The propositus had extensive coronary artery disease and died of acute cerebral hemorrhage 2 yr after the diagnosis of PFCP. He had a long history of hypertension which was well controlled on antihypertensive medication.

1. Abbreviations used in this paper: BFU-E, burst-forming units-erythroid; EPO, erythropoietin; EPOR, EPO receptor; PFCP, primary familial and congenital polycythemia; SSCP, single-strand conformational polymorphism.
His oldest affected son (Fig. 1, pedigree III), now 46-yr-old, has moderate splanchnomegaly, hypertension for at least 12 that is well controlled with Enalapril, and coronary artery disease diagnosed 7 yr ago. His hemoglobin concentration has been maintained within normal levels by regular phlebotomies. His serum EPO level was 4 mU/ml (normal 15–30 mU/ml) in 1985 determined by RIA (1). His three children (Fig. 1, pedi- gree IIIII, III2, and III3), now age 13, 10, and 8 are hematologically normal. The younger affected son of the propositus (Fig. 1, pedigree III) is now 42-yr-old and also has had severe hyper- tension since 1974. His hypertension has been well controlled by Atenolol. He also had one episode of deep vein thrombosis. His hemoglo- bin concentration has been maintained within normal levels by regular phlebotomies. His serum EPO level was low in 1985 (2 mU/ml measured by RIA) (1) and normal (17 mU/ml) in 1998 (Table I). His son’s (Fig. 1, pedigree III5) hemoglobin concentration has been repeatedly normal. His daughter (Fig. 1, pedigree III4) who is now 6-yr-old was tested at ages 1 1/2, 4, 5, and 6 yr and her hemoglobin concentrations were 12.8, 12.4, 13.1, and 15.2 g/dl (normal 12.0–16.0), respectively. A short trial of oral iron therapy has not influenced her hemoglobin concentration. Her physical examination was normal; there was no splanchnomegaly. Her serum EPO level was slightly decreased (10 mU/ml) in 1998 (Table I). The white blood cell count, platelet count, and red cell indices were all within normal limits for her age.

**Table I. Serum Erythropoietin Levels of the Family Members Determined by Radioimmunoassay (15)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family member (see pedigree)</th>
<th>Serum EPO level (mU/ml)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1985 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III4</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III5</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III4</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III5</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Normal range: 15–30 mU/ml (nd, not determined).

**Erythropoietin Receptor Mutation and Primary Polycythemia**

DNA, oligonucleotides, PCR. Genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood lymphocytes according to standard procedures (16). Template for single-strand conformational polymorphism (SSCP) analysis was prepared by PCR using primers described elsewhere (4), which were complementary to the EPO gene in exon VIII, coding for the cytoplasmic domain of the receptor. Two pairs of primers were used for the 5’-portion of exon VIII: EPOR2F 5’-GAGGACCCACCTGTCTCC-3’ (position 5659–5676 bp) and EPOR2R 5’-CTCTTGTCACTCCTGGTTG-3’ (position 5899–5917 bp). PCR was performed in 50-µl reactions containing 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.4, 50 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 100 µM dNTP, 300-nM primers, and 2.5 U/reaction Taq DNA polymerase (Life Tech- nologies, Grand Island, NY) overlaid with a drop of mineral oil (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO). 30 cycles were performed in a thermocycler (480; Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, CT) with the following pa- rameters: 1 min at 94°C initial denaturation, and cycling 30 s at 94°C, 30 s at 60°C, and 30 s at 72°C.

**SSCP screening and sequence analysis.** SSCP analysis was performed to detect mutations in exon VIII of the EPO gene. The PCR products were digested with restriction enzymes to generate fragments of 150–200 bp for which the SSCP analysis has the greatest detection power (17). The 303-bp PCR product derived from the 5’-portion of exon VIII was cleaved with AvaII, BanII, and SpII restriction enzymes. The full length PCR product and the restriction fragments were analyzed on SSCP gels. The 333-bp PCR product of the 3’-portion of exon VIII was digested with AvaII, HaeIII, HinfI, RsaI, and BstNI, and loaded on a 6, 8, or 12% native polyacrylamide gel (de- pending on the analyzed fragment size) containing 5% (vol/vol) glycerol in 0.5 × Tris-borate-EDTA buffer. The gels were run at 22–25 V/cm at 15°C using 15 × 15-cm gels in a SE600 electrophoresis apparatus (Hoeffer Scientific Instruments, San Francisco, CA). The DNA was visualized by silver staining according to standard procedures (15).

**In vitro BFU-E colony assay.** Peripheral blood mononuclear cells from affected family members and a normal control were isolated on Ficol-Hypaque (Sigma Chemical Co.) density gradient (1.077 grams/ml). Erythropoiesis was examined by in vitro cultures as described else- where (1, 3) with the following modifications: mononuclear cells were cultured at final concentration of 2 × 106 cells/ml in Methocult H-4531 medium (StemCell Technologies Inc, Vancouver, Canada) in 35-mm Petri dishes in the presence of 0, 30, 60, 125, 250, 500, 1,000, and 3,000 mU/ml EPO. Cultures were maintained in a humidified atmosphere of 5% carbon dioxide at 37°C. Erythroid colonies were scored at 14 d by standard criteria (18, 19).

**Cell line, plasmid constructs, proliferation assay.** FDC-P1 mouse myeloid cell line (kind gift of Dr. W.S. May, Sealy Center for Oncol- ogy and Hematology, Galveston, TX) were maintained in RPMI-1640 medium (Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum and 2 ng/ml mouse interleukin-3 (mIL-3) (Genzyme Corp., Cambridge, MA). The wild-type human EPO cDNA (6) was sub- cloned to the mammalian expression vector pCEP-4 (Invitrogen Corp.). The EPOR mutation found in the family was introduced to the pCEP-4/wild-type EPO cDNA construct by exchanging the exon VIII SpII-PstI restriction fragment amplified out from the genomic DNA of the patient using PCR with Pfu DNA polymerase (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) according to the manufacturer’s recom- mendations. The presence of the mutation and the sequence of the exchanged restriction fragment were verified by nucleotide sequence analysis. 10 µg of plasmid DNA was used for single electroporation (Gene Pulser apparatus; Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) of 107 FDC-P1 cells in 0.8 ml of PBS. After recovery of 48 h, the transfected cells were transferred into medium supplemented with increasing
concentrations (400–800 μg/ml) of Hygromycin (Sigma Chemical Co.) and the cells were cultured for a period of 3 wk. Exponentially growing selected transfected cells were washed with PBS and deprived of growth factors for 18 h. To estimate the EPO-induced proliferation, the cells were further cultured in RPMI-1640 supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum at a density of 3 × 10^5 cells/ml in the presence of either 2 ng/ml mIL-3 or variable EPO concentrations (0.1–1,000 mU/ml). After 48 h, the proliferation of the cells was evaluated using an Alamar blue proliferation assay (Alamar Inc., Sacramento, CA) as recommended by the manufacturer. Briefly, 100 μl of Alamar blue solution was added to 900 μl of growing cells and incubated for 6 h. Reduction of the substrate was determined by optical density measurement at 570 and 600 nm. Dose–response curves were plotted for cells grown in the presence of EPO as a percentage of maximal cell growth measured in control samples grown at 2 ng/ml mIL-3.

Results

SSCP screening and sequence analysis of the EPOR gene. PCR products of exon VIII amplified from the genomic DNA of an affected family member (II3) and a normal control were analyzed for mutations using SSCP. Analysis of the restriction fragments on a native polyacrylamide gel revealed an aberrant mobility of HeaIII and HinfI fragments of the PCR product derived from the 3′-portion of exon VIII indicating a possible mutation in the region (data not shown). Sequence analysis of the PCR product revealed a C to G substitution at position 5964 of the EPOR gene (Fig. 2). The nucleotide substitution changed the tyrosine codon 426 to a termination codon resulting in a truncated EPOR with 83 amino acids missing from the COOH-terminal of the protein.

Functional analysis of the mutant C5964G-EPOR in FDC-P1 cells. The ability of the truncated mutant EPOR (C5964G-EPOR) to induce proliferation was examined in IL-3–dependent mouse myeloid cell line FDC-P1 transfected with a plasmid construct allowing stable episomal expression of the receptor in these cells. The EPO-dependent proliferation of FDC-P1 cells expressing the wild-type EPOR (WT-EPOR) was compared to the cells expressing the mutant C5964G-EPOR at 0.1–1,000 mU/ml EPO concentrations. As shown in Fig. 3, the C5964G-EPOR expressing cells exhibited a higher proliferation rate compared to cells expressing the WT-EPOR. The C5964G-EPOR cells exhibited a hypersensitive proliferative response at 1 mU/ml EPO while the WT-EPOR cells started to show proliferation at 10 mU/ml EPO. These data indicate approximately one order of magnitude difference in the proliferation rate when the C5964G-EPOR and WT-EPOR expressing cells are compared (Fig. 3).

Analysis of linkage between the mutant EPOR gene allele and polycythemia. The C5964G substitution abolishes an Rsal restriction enzyme site in the EPOR mutant allele (Fig. 4 A). Cleavage of the 333-bp PCR product derived from the 3′-portion of exon VIII with Rsal enables the analysis of the inheritance of the mutation and its segregation with the disease phenotype in the given family. The Rsal cleavage of the C5964G mutant allele results in the appearance of a 148-bp restriction fragment in the two affected sons of the propositus (pedigree III1, III3) indicating the presence of both the wild-type and the mutant EPOR alleles in these subjects (Fig. 4 B). The propositus’ 6-yr-old granddaughter (pedigree III4), who appeared to be clinically normal, also inherited the mutant EPOR allele from her affected father, while her brother (III5) inherited the wild-type EPOR alleles (Fig. 4 B). The absence of polycythemia in this child raised the question of linkage between the EPOR mutation and PFCP in this family and prompted us to obtain additional clinical information on this child, since her polycythemia may be manifested at a later age or suppressed by other factors.

Figure 2. Sequence analysis of exon VIII of the EPOR gene. The C5964G mutation found in the affected subjects of the family is indicated (WT, wild-type allele; M, mutant allele).

Figure 3. Functional analysis of the C5964G-EPOR mutation in murine FDC-P1 cells. The mutant C5964G-EPOR (filled square) as well as the wild-type EPOR (open square), and the pCEP-4 cloning vector without insert (open circle) were transfected to FDC-P1 cells. The EPO-dependent proliferation (at 0.1–1,000 mU/ml EPO) was examined and it is shown as percentage of maximum proliferation of cells at 2 ng/ml murine IL-3. Significant hypersensitivity to EPO stimulation is apparent in cells expressing the C5964G-EPOR compared to the wild-type EPOR. No proliferative response is observed in cells transfected with the pCEP-4 cloning vector.
EPO dose response of BFU-Es. The presence of an EPOR mutation without laboratory evidence of polycythemia in the child with the C5964G EPOR mutation (III4) led us to examine the EPO-dependent proliferation of erythroid progenitors (BFU-Es) in this subject, her affected father (II3), and her nonaffected brother (III5) in clonogenic methylcellulose cultures containing serum. The erythroid progenitors of the non-polycythemic child with the C5964G mutation (III4), and her affected father (II3), exhibited hypersensitivity to EPO compared to the progenitors of her healthy brother (III5). The EPO response of the progenitors of these subjects was determined at least three times in the past 2 yr in independent experiments and the observed EPO hypersensitivity of BFU-Es was always present (data not shown). This finding demonstrates the presence of the disease in the subjects with the mutant C5964G-EPOR at the level of progenitor cells (Fig. 5).

Discussion

This family and an additional family were previously studied for the presence of linkage between PFCP and the EPOR gene (14) using two microsatellite repeat polymorphisms located in the 5' untranslated region of the EPOR gene (13). Since the child with no laboratory evidence of polycythemia (III4) inherited the same allele of the EPOR gene as her affected relatives (her father, II3; her uncle, III; and her grandfather, the propositus, I1), the conclusion was made that the EPOR gene was not linked with PFCP and that a gene other than EPOR must be responsible for the disease in this particular family (14). In this study, we demonstrate that this child (III4) appears to have some aspects of PFCP (see below), and therefore she cannot be considered to be an unaffected individual even though she is nonpolycythemic. In light of these new findings, linkage of PFCP and the EPOR gene is established in this family. Kan and Dozy (20) first demonstrated linkage between a DNA polymorphism and a human disease. Demonstration of DNA polymorphism/disease phenotype linkages has enormously advanced our knowledge of the molecular basis of human diseases. This study points to the possibility of an erroneous conclusion deriving from such a linkage study if the disease phenotype is not clearly defined.

In this report, we describe a unique EPOR mutation in a family with autosomal dominant inheritance of PFCP. The disease phenotype is associated with a C to G substitution at position 5964 of the EPOR gene exon VIII. The mutation changes the tyrosine 426 codon (tyrosine 402, Y<sup>402</sup>, of the mature EPOR protein without the leader sequence) to a termination codon which results in an EPOR protein truncated by 83 COOH-terminal amino acids. This is the most severely truncated EPOR associated with PFCP described so far and results in a receptor lacking seven COOH-terminal tyrosine residues normally present in the mature human EPOR protein (Y<sup>402</sup>, Y<sup>430</sup>, Y<sup>432</sup>, Y<sup>444</sup>, Y<sup>461</sup>, Y<sup>465</sup>, and Y<sup>480</sup>). The majority (six out of eight) of reported EPOR mutations result in truncations of the receptor and are found in exon VIII of the EPOR gene. Only these truncation mutations were associated with PFCP (Table II); the other two described mutations are missense mutations.

Figure 4. Analysis of the inheritance of the C5964G mutation. The C5964G mutation abolishes an RsaI restriction enzyme site in the EPOR gene, enabling analysis of the inheritance of the mutant EPOR allele in this family (A). The mutant EPOR allele is detected by the appearance of a 148-bp restriction fragment. Subjects II1, II3, and III4 have the mutant C5964G allele in addition to the wild-type EPOR allele (B).

Figure 5. In vitro studies of erythroid progenitor cells. EPO dose responses of the erythroid progenitors (BFU-Es) of subject II3 (see pedigree Fig. 1; filled square), his daughter (pedigree III4; filled circle), and his healthy son (III5; open square) were determined in clonogenic cultures containing serum. The erythroid progenitors of subjects II3 and III4 exhibit hypersensitive proliferative response to EPO compared to the nonpolycythemic subject III5 without the EPOR mutation who served as a normal control. Erythroid (BFU-E) colonies grown at increasing EPO concentrations were counted at day 14.
Table II. Summary of the Published EPOR Gene Mutations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutation (genomic position)</th>
<th>Type of mutation</th>
<th>Structural defect</th>
<th>Association with PFCP</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G6002A</td>
<td>nonsense</td>
<td>Trp439 → ter truncation</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>4, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6148T</td>
<td>substitution</td>
<td>Pro488 → Ser</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>5, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5974insG</td>
<td>G insertion</td>
<td>frameshift → ter truncation</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6146G</td>
<td>substitution</td>
<td>Asn487 → Ser</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5986T</td>
<td>nonsense</td>
<td>Gln435 → ter truncation</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5967insT</td>
<td>T insertion</td>
<td>frameshift → ter truncation</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>del5985-5991</td>
<td>7-bp deletion</td>
<td>frameshift → ter truncation</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>8, 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5964G</td>
<td>nonsense deletion</td>
<td>Tyr426 → ter truncation</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>this study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and were not shown to be linked with PFCP (5, 7, 11). The COOH-terminal cytoplasmic portion of the EPOR contains a negative regulatory domain (12). Recent studies showed that this domain contains the binding site for SHP-1 phosphatase, which negatively regulates EPOR signaling: SHP-1 binds to phosphorylated murine Y^429 (analogous to human Y^430), dephosphorylates Janus kinase 2, and leads to the termination of the proliferative signal (22). The crucial negative regulatory function of SHP-1 in the EPOR signaling was also demonstrated in studies of mice lacking SHP-1 phosphatase (23). Therefore, truncations in this region of the EPOR result in an abnormal receptor lacking a downregulatory mechanism (very likely mediated through SHP-1) that is responsible for the hypersensitive signaling of the EPOR in erythroid progenitors of PFCP subjects. In addition, several other important binding sites are missing from these truncated receptors such as interaction sites for SHP-2 (or Syp) (24), Grb2 (25), and phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (26). Impaired function of all these signaling elements may have significant biological effects not only at the level of erythroid progenitor cells but also in other tissues (27–30), leading to the clinical phenotype observed in PFCP subjects.

Truncated EPORs were shown to induce increased proliferative responses to EPO in myeloid cell lines transfected with these receptors (12, 6, 31). We tested the C5964G-EPOR in the murine IL-3-dependent myeloid cell line FDC-P1 and showed that cells expressing the mutant C5964G-EPOR exhibit increased proliferation (approximately by one order of magnitude) compared to the wild-type EPOR when stimulated with EPO. These results demonstrated that the EPOR mutation found in this family likely accounts for the EPO hypersensitivity of erythroid progenitors observed in the family members who inherited the mutant EPOR gene allele.

When we examined the family for linkage between the PFCP phenotype and the C5964G EPOR mutation using RsaI restriction enzyme analysis, a child in the third generation (who appeared to be nonaffected; pedigree III4) was shown to have inherited the mutant EPOR allele from her affected father. We found that the erythroid progenitors of this nonpolycythemic child bearing the EPOR mutation and those of her affected father exhibited in vitro hypersensitivity to EPO, a condition consistent with the diagnosis of PFCP. The hypersensitive response of their erythroid progenitors to EPO stimulation was very similar to those seen in other PFCP cases with BFU-E colonies formed at low (between 0 and 60 mU/ml) EPO concentrations (3, 5–8, 11, 31, 32). These results suggested that the progenitor cells of this child are affected by the EPOR mutation, although not clinically manifested as polycythemia. This suppression of polycythemia may be due to other unidentified environmental or genetic factors (present either in the hematopoietic progenitors but not detected under the conditions used in our in vitro experiments, in the bone marrow microenvironment, or in the serum of the subject). One possible mechanism of compensation of the red blood cell production is decreased renal EPO release. This may be reflected in the child’s slightly decreased serum EPO level (10 mU/ml). Even though the child’s lower EPO level does not seem to be significant, it may have a negative effect on her erythrocyte production that may compensate the hypersensitivity of her erythroid progenitors. This possibility may be examined in future by long-term monitoring of her serum EPO level to see if it stays low or fluctuates. It should be noted that the child’s father and her uncle both had low EPO levels in 1985 (2 and 4 mU/ml) but both had high hematocrit (1); therefore, it is unlikely that decreased serum EPO may have significant effect of red cell mass in these PFCP subjects. Another possible mechanism could be neocytolysis—selective destruction of new circulating erythrocytes observed after descent from high altitude and in astronauts (33), or the involvement of cytokines such as IGF-I, which was shown to be important in hypersensitive EPO-dependent proliferation of cells expressing truncated EPORs (34). Further studies of these polycythemia-compensating factors may be warranted and only long-range studies may answer these questions. It remains to be determined whether this suppressed polycythemia is childhood dependent (it should be noted that the child’s affected father developed PFCP in the first year of life). Defining these polycythemia-compensating factors may be potentially useful in the development of future treatment strategies of polycythemias and may enhance our understanding of hematopoiesis in health and disease.
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